STATIVE ASPECT AND POSSESSION IN SALISH
Strang Burton and Henry Davis (UBC)

1 Introduction

St'át'imcets (Lillooet) has a productive prefix {?a-H-} (henceforth {es-}) which can be used in two ways:

(i) Attached to verbs, {es-} marks resulting state of X
(ii) Attached to nouns, {es-} marks possession of X

This phenomenon is not confined to St'át'imcets; cognate constructions occur in at least three other Salish languages from both the Central (coast) and Interior branches.2

In this paper, we will investigate the syntax and semantics of this typologically unusual construction. We will argue that the aspectual and possessive uses for the prefix are systematically related; in other words, this is not a case of accidental homophony. Moreover, we shall show that this relationship may be expressed in terms of a parallel between the event-structure of a verb and the argument-structure of a noun. Once this parallel has been established, the two uses of the prefix may be collapsed into a single semantic function.

2. The Empirical Generalizations

2.1 Stative {es-}

When attached to a non-nominal predicate, {es-} in St'át'imcets expresses the aspectual notion of resulting state.3

1. Special thanks to Laura The Carnegie for providing the data from Lower St'át'imcets. Thanks to Tillie Gutierrez, Amelia Douglas, and Elizabeth Hurley for discussion and checking of Brent Galloway's St'át'imcets data. Thanks also to Hamida Demirdache, Lisa Matthewson, Dale Kinkade, Paul Krober, and the audience at the 1996 Victoria Morphology Workshop for their helpful comments. This work has been financially assisted by SSRC grant #410-9S-1519. Abbreviations as follows: ACT=active intransitivizer, CMP=complete marker, CNJ=conjunctive, DEI=deictic, DET=determiner, DIR=directive transitivizer, EXI=existence asserting exlicit, FRE=final reduplication, IMP=imperative, INTERR=interrogative, NOM=nominalizer, POS=possessive, PRG=progressive, SQ=singular, STA=stative, SUB=subject. Clitic boundaries are marked by an equals sign (=) and affix boundaries by a dash (-).

2. St'át'imcets {?a-H-} is easily reconstructible to the Proto-Salish stative marker *?ac-, which has cognates in every Salish language except Comox and Bella Coola. See Kinkade (1996) for details.

3. The two principle dialects of St'át'imcets are Upper (spoken in the northern part of St'át'imcets territory) and Lower (spoken in the southern portion). Van Eijk (1985, 1986) refers to the dialects as "Fountain" and "Mount Currie", respectively. Within this broad dialect division, there is much subdialectal and individual variation, but all varieties of St'át'imcets are mutually intelligible. All examples in this paper are from the Lower (Mt.Currie) dialect unless otherwise noted.

4. This generalization applies to intransitive predicates only. However, there also exists, both in St'át'imcets and in other Salish languages (e.g., Columbian - M.D. Kinkade, etc.) a set of transitive stative predicates. Some St'át'imcets examples are given below:

(i) ( ?a-H- )-taq- = to hold
(ii) ( ?a-H- )-taq- = to watch over
(iii) ( ?a-H- )-k1h- = to hold on one's lap

These forms have a number of peculiarities. Morphologically, they always involve the causative (non-control) transitivizer [-H], even when used with roots which would normally take the directive (control) transitivizer, including those in (i-iii). In spite of their morphology, however, transitive statives appear to be invariably agentive (i.e., they involve full control). Aspectsually, they are atelic, in marked contrast to intransitive statives, which are always telic - i.e., involve a resulting state. Pending further investigation, we set aside these interesting but peculiar cases, which would appear to have a quite different etymology from the intransitive stative predicates which are the focus of our investigation.

5. Activity predicates suffixed with the active intransitivizer [-xal] may apparently be suffixed with (es-), yielding a completely different (nominal) interpretation: however, the prefix in question turns out to be not (es-), but the near-homophonous nominalizing prefix (es-). The stative and nominalizing prefixes are phonologically and syntactically different, as argued in sections 2.3 and 4.2 below.

As documented in van Eijk (1985) and Davis (1995), stative {es-} only occurs with predicates which involve a transition culminating in a state.4 Inherently stative (non-nominal) predicates (3a), achievement predicates (3b) and activity predicates (3c) are all incompatible with (es-).5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1a) m?esa?q k=John m?itaq k=John</td>
<td>John sat down (or up)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. wa7 ?af?m?esa?q k=John wa7 es-m?itaq k=John</td>
<td>John sat on one's lap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2a) pu?tu? k=John pu?tu? k=John</td>
<td>John sat (continuative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. pu?u7 k=John pu?u7 k=John</td>
<td>John got boiled (completive form)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. wa7 ?af?pu? k=John wa7 es-pu? k=John</td>
<td>John was boiling (continuative)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As documented in van Eijk (1985) and Davis (1995), stative {es-} only occurs with predicates which involve a transition culminating in a state.4 Inherently stative (non-nominal) predicates (3a), achievement predicates (3b) and activity predicates (3c) are all incompatible with (es-).5
2.2 Possessive {es-}

When attached to a noun, {es-} marks possession, as shown in (4-5):

(4a) es-qaxa? k=John NOM-dog DET=John = John is a dog.

(5a) s-k"uza? k=John NOM-child DET=John = John is a child.

Possessive {es-} may only be prefixed to nouns; it cannot be used with other individual-level predicates, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (6b) and (7b):

(6a) xzüm k=Henry big DET=Henry = Henry is big.


(7a) xzüm-ana? k=Henry big-ear DET=Henry = Henry has big ears (is big-eared).


However, while the input of possessive {es-} prefixation is a noun, the output is a non-nominal predicate. Nouns may occur in 'complex predicate' constructions together with an adjectival modifier, as in (8a) (Demirdache and Matthewson 1995, Matthewson and Davis 1995). Stative possessives may not, as shown in (8b).

(8a) [kWtamf=su) [kwtamts=su] [husband=2SG.POS] k=John = Your husband is John.

b. *[təm? ?a-k'tamč] k=Mary [good STA-husband] DET=Mary = Mary has a good husband.

Nominal predicates may also contain possessive marking, as in (9a), whereas stative possessives may not, as in (9b):

(9a) [k'tamč=su] k=John [kwatman=su] DET=John = Your husband is John.

b. *[təm? ?a-k'tamč] k=Mary [good STA-husband] DET=Mary = Mary has a good husband.
b. *wa? [ʔa̝-k’m’ɑm̩ə-su] k-Måli
  *wa7 [es-kw’ɔmtʔam-su] k-Måry
PRG [STA-husband=2SG.POS] DET=Mary = Mary has your husband.

These facts follow if stative-possessives are non-nominal predicates, though derived from nouns.

2.3 Possessive {es·} is stative {es·}

The two types of {es·} illustrated in 2.1 and 2.2 could be related in two ways:

(i) By accidental homophony
(ii) As two uses of the same morpheme

An explanation based on prefixal homophony is by no means a priori implausible in St'at'imcets, which has four productive prefixes and two proclitics, all of which contain [i-I], [n-I], or both. The prefixal inventory is shown below:

(10) Proclitics Prefixes
    [n-] = 1SG.POS
    [i-] = syntactic nominalizer
    [s-] = lexicinal nominalizer
    [(ʔa)-] = stative
    [k-ʔa-s] = try, want

The picture is further complicated by the fact that a maximum of two proclitic/prefix slots are apparently available, leading to widespread (and not entirely phonologically motivated) fusion between pre-predicative elements. See van Eijk (1985: 64) for details.

Nevertheless, in this section, we will show that (i) is untenable; there are too many morphosyntactic similarities between the stative and possessive versions of {es·} to dismiss their phonological resemblance as accidental.

The form of {es·} varies between dialects and speakers. Whilst van Eijk (1985, 1986) gives [i-I] for the stative version, amongst Upper dialect speakers it often takes the form [ʔa-s-]. Lower dialect speakers prefer [ʔa-I] alone for the stative, but accept [ʔa-s-] as a grammatical alternative. This is shown in (11). Likewise, while van Eijk gives [ʔa-s-] for the possessive prefix, Lower speakers frequently reduce it to [i-I]; Upper speakers seldom do so, but accept the reduced version as a legitimate dialectal alternate, as seen in (12).

(11) {es·} Can Freely Replace [s-] on Stative/Resultative Use

9 The difference seen here between Upper and Lower St’at’imcets proper name determiners has no bearing on the issue at hand.

This shows that the [ʔa-s-] variation is a particular property of the stative and possessive prefixes, and not of prefixal [s-] in general.
We conclude that the stative and possessive versions of [es-] are instances of one and the same morpheme. Before turning to an explanation for the distribution of [es-] in Stát'í'mcets, we will review some cross-Salishan evidence which will confirm this conclusion.

3. The stative-possessive connection across Salish

3.1. Nhe?kepmxwf (Thompson)

Thompson and Thompson (1992: 94) remark that "Stative I/has/... specifies actions, accomplished facts, and states of affairs which have already come into effect at the main time of a sentence, and remain in effect at that time."

This is very close to the role of the stative marker in Stát'í'mcets. Moreover, Nhe?kepmxwf also has a stative possessive construction. Thompson and Thompson give the following examples:

(14) a. ?es-cltx' STA-house we = We have a house
b. ?es-qala~ STA-root.digger = She has a root-digging stick
c. ?es-.l(ayw STA-house = She has a husband, is married

Thus, the stative-possessive connection is clearly present in Nhe?kepmxwf.

3.2 Sechelt

Beaumont (1973) discusses a construction in Sechelt which is obviously equivalent to the Stát'í'mcets stative possessives. The Sechelt stative prefix [s-] can either be used on a non-nominal predicate to denote a resulting state, or on a noun to denote the state of possession:

(15) a. s-ágél = The cloth (has been) torn.
   STA-tear DET cloth
b. s-ságél=la
   STA-tear-IMP

(16) a. s-teć'tén-a-čx'
   STA-knife-INTERR-2SG.SUB
   = Do you have a knife?
b. s-maqen
   STA-hair
   = He has got hair.

The Sechelt stative-possessive construction seems to be almost identical to its Stát'í'mcets counterpart. Beaumont states that, just as in Stát'í'mcets, the stative-possessive predicate is unmodifiable by deictics or other "adjectival qualifiers". This follows if the derived stative is non-nominal, as in Stát'í'mcets. Semantically, the Stát'í'mcets and Sechelt constructions are also parallel: Beaumont notes that

...the subject is characterized by its state or condition of having that object described by the underlying form of the stative. Bizarre, but perhaps illuminating paraphrases of sentence 16... would be "Are you knife-endowed?", "Are you in possession of a knife?", or "Is having a knife one of your significant features now?" (Beaumont 1973: 110).

Interestingly, Beaumont also comments that use of the stative-possessive was already (in 1973) in decline amongst his consultants: "The 'Old People' would apparently have readily distinguished such forms, but not all present-day speakers would." (1973: 112). This hints at the antiquity of the construction; together with its widespread (though thinly attested) distribution across both Central and Interior Salish, this would seem to indicate possible Proto-Salishan ancestry.

3.3 Stó:lo Halq''eméylem

Stó:lo Halq'eméylem has a prefix [s-], cognate to Stát'í'mcets [es-], which marks stative/resultative aspect on verbal bases. Though it is no longer used productively with nouns, in at least some forms it also marks possession on nominal bases.

(17-18) show [s-] attached to verbs. Note that the stative/resultative prefix seems to occur only when the base has been reduplicated, marking what Galloway (1993) refers to as continuative aspect:

(17) a. ?ikw = to get lost
   STA-slow
b. ?ikw = getting lost
   red(TRE)
c. \( s\-?t\-kw \) = to be lost

(18)a. \( piw\-et \) = freeze something
b. \( pipiwet \) = freezing something
   \((e=\text{schwa, here})\)
c. \( s\-pipew \) = be frozen \((\text{in a frozen state})\)

(Stó:lō Halq'emeyem, data from Galloway, 1984)

(19-21) are examples of what appears to involve possessive use of the stative prefix in Stó:lō. The possessive reading is not productive, but a number of forms with the \( s\-) prefix are based on nouns, including (19-20), as Galloway notes. The example in (21) is another case where the prefix correlates with a possessive reading, though here the derivation is apparently based on a verb.

(19)a. \( cmxw \) = a wife
b. \( s\-cmxexw \) = get a wife
(20)a. \( qwe \) = get a hole
b. \( s\-qweqwe \) = have a hole
(21)a. \( k'œuvre \) = a box
b. \( s\-k'œuvre \) = be boxed \((\text{ie. to "have a box around you"}; \text{main gloss Galloway's, our note})\)

Note that the nominal bases here show \((\text{what Galloway labels})\) continuative morphology, just like the verbal bases in (17-18); this provides more evidence that the possessive and stative uses of \( s\-) involve the same morpheme.

4 Towards a theoretical account

4.1 Introduction

We have now given a detailed description of the stative-possessive construction in St'át'í'cets, and shown that a cognate construction exists in at least three other Salish languages. In the following sections, we will attempt to construct a theoretical account which unifies the aspectual and possessive uses of \( s\-) and its cognates. Our strategy will be as follows: first we will separately analyze the possessive and stative/resultative uses of \( s\-) and its cognates. Our strategy will be as follows: first we will separately analyze the possessive and stative/resultative uses of \( s\-) and then we will look for parallels between the two functions at the level of lexical semantics, with the ultimate aim of collapsing the two into a single lexical entry.

4.2 Possessive \( s\-\)

Our basic proposal for the possessive use of \( s\-) is as follows:

(22) \( s\-) removes the external argument of the nominal base, and makes the internal argument of the base into the external argument.

This proposal requires several additional assumptions. The first is obviously that

(23) Nouns can take external arguments.

Following Williams (1982), we construe an external argument as a distinguished member of the set of arguments associated with a lexical head, responsible for saturating the predicate via the subject-predicate relation. Using the basic argument-structure notation of Grimshaw (1990), we follow the convention of marking the external argument by underlining, as in the sample English/St'át'í'cets entries below:

(24) meet/pzan
   a-structure: \(<1, 2>\)
eat/then
   a-structure: \(<1>\)
give/lim'en
   a-structure: \(<1, 2, 3>\)

Now, we simply extend the a-structure representations associated with non-nominal predicates to nouns. This is motivated by the fact that nouns take an external argument in predicate-nominal constructions, just like non-nominal predicates:

(25) I consider [John a fool/easy/very much in love]

Next, essentially following Higginbotham (1985), we assume that an external argument is present even on referential (non-predicative) uses of DP. However, when used referentially, the external argument of DP is not assigned syntactically. (26) illustrates R-role assignment in English and St'át'í'cets.

(26)a. dog/sqda7
   a-structure: \(<1>\)
   
   b. John is a dog.
   ^
   \[<1>\]
   
   c. sqda7 [k=John]
   sqda7 [k=John]
   dog [\{DEF=John\}]
   \[<1>\]

Our next assumption is that nouns can take internal as well as external arguments - in other words, they may theta-mark NP arguments within NP. Furthermore, we make the following claim:

(27) The internal argument of a noun will surface as its possessor.

\[\text{We emphasize that the examples in (24) are for expository purposes only. In fact, it seems unlikely that verbs are directly associated with argument variables at all, as we point out in section 4.3.}\]
We therefore assume that, although the semantic relation of possession is very free, possessor arguments must be listed in the lexicon as part of the argument structure of nouns.

Matthewson and Davis (1995) give a number of arguments that possessors in St’át’imcets are indeed internal arguments. We repeat just one here, based on the fact that possessors do not saturate the noun phrase of which they are a part. On the contrary, a possessed nominal which lacks a determiner must function as a predicate, not an argument. This is shown in (28).

(28)a. \[\text{títexʷ-§} \quad §=\text{Mary}\]  
\[\text{ti=pint-§n-an-a}\]  
\[\text{[títexʷ-§} \quad §=\text{Mary}\]  
\[\text{ti=pint-§n-an-a}\]  
\[\text{[house=3SG.POS NOM=Mary]}\]  
\[\text{DET=paint-DIR-1SG.CNJ=EXI}\]  
\[=\text{I painted Mary’s house (the one I painted was Mary’s house)}\]

b. \[\text{*pint-§n-kan} \quad \text{§=Mary}\]  
\[\text{paint-DIR=1SG.SUB}\]  
\[\text{[house=3SG.POS NOM=Mary]}\]  
\[=\text{I painted Mary’s house}\]

c. \[\text{pint-§n-kan} \quad \text{[titexʷ-§} =\text{a}\]  
\[\text{§=Mary}\]  
\[\text{pint-§n=kan}\]  
\[\text{[titexʷ-§} =\text{a}\]  
\[\text{§=Mary}\]  
\[\text{DET=Mary}\]  
\[=\text{I painted Mary’s house}\]

These facts follow if, just as internal arguments of \(V\) fail to saturate \(VP\), possessor arguments of \(N\) fail to saturate \(NP\). We conclude that possessors are internal arguments of the head noun in St’át’imcets, and, by extension, in other Salish languages.

We are now ready to illustrate our proposal. We will do so by first applying it to cases of inalienable possession, where nouns have meanings that give a very fixed relationship between the external argument and the internal argument. We will then extend the proposal to cases of alienable possession.

As our first example, we take the case of the inversely related nouns husband and wife. For husband, the external argument will be the man who is married; the internal argument will be the woman he is married to. This will give us the following argument-structure representation (we annotate the elements “\(\text{man}\)” and “\(\text{woman}\)” only mnemonically, of course; following Grimshaw’s 1990 approach, the elements could simply be marked as \(<\text{J}, (2)>\):

(29) husband = \(<\text{man, woman}\) (Relationship = married)

The relation is illustrated in (30a) for English, and in (30b) for St’át’imcets.

(30)a. John is [Mary’s husband]  
\[<\text{m, w}>\]

b. \[\text{[kʷtamč} \quad §=\text{Mary}\]  
\[\text{k=John}\]  
\[\text{kwántms} \quad \text{=Mary}\]  
\[\text{k=John}\]  
\[\text{[husband] NOM=Mary} \quad \text{DET=John}\]  
\[<\text{m, w}>\]

Now, recall our proposal concerning the effect of \{(es-)\}prefixation on argument structure:

(31) \{(es-)\}removes the external argument of the nominal base, and makes the internal argument of the base into the external argument.

We have just seen that on unaffixed uses of husband, the external argument refers to a man in a marriage relationship, and the internal argument to his wife. (31) thus predicts that \{(es-)\}prefixation will yield the following change in argument-structure:

(32) Base A-Structure  
\[<\text{man, woman}> \quad \rightarrow \quad <\text{woman}>\]

In other words, the original external argument (‘man’) will be suppressed, and the internal argument (‘woman’) will be promoted to external status. That is what we get, as the switch between the unaffixed and the affixed forms in (33a) and (b) illustrates.

(33)a. \[\text{kʷtamč} \quad k=\text{John}\]  
\[\text{kwántms} \quad k=\text{John}\]  
\[\text{husband} \quad \text{DET=John}\]  
\[<\text{man}>\]

b. \[\text{wa?} \quad \text{wa7} \quad \text{PRG}\]  
\[\text{es-kʷtaws} \quad \text{k=Mary}\]  
\[\text{es-husband} \quad \text{DET=Mary} \quad \text{= Mary is a wife (to someone)}\]

Now, let us turn to the inverse derivation with wife. On the unaffixed uses, the external argument of wife is the woman in the marriage relationship, and the internal argument to his wife. (31) thus predicts that \{(es-)\}prefixation will yield the following change in argument-structure:

(34)a. Base A-Structure  
\[<\text{woman, man}> \quad \rightarrow \quad <\text{man}>\]

b. Output with \{(es-)\} Prefix  
\[<\text{woman, man}> \quad \rightarrow \quad <\text{man}>\]  
\[<\text{man}>\]  
\[\text{(in marriage relation)}\]

This yields the correct output, as illustrated in (35):
The relation between possessor and possessed is looser in the alienable cases; however, we claim that

Next we turn to cases of alienable possession, which we have just examined. The difference between the two is simply that the internal possessor argument, as in (36).

By this assumption, a noun like dog not only takes an external argument (referring to a dog), but also an internal possessor argument, as in (36).

Now, as with inalienable possession, [es-]prefixation will induce the a-structure operation shown in (37).

We then correctly predict the interpretations in (38).

To summarize, we have analyzed the possessive use of [-es] as an operation on the argument structure of a noun which suppresses the external (referential) argument and promotes the internal (possessor) argument to external status.

4.2 Aspectual [-es-]

We take as our starting point the descriptive generalization that resultatives denote the result, product, or finished state of the activity denoted by the base form of the verb (Suttles 1984, 7.7: this quotation is cited directly from Galloway’s grammar). We implement this idea here in terms of an event-structure theory of how to represent the aspectual properties of verbs (Grimshaw 1990, van Hout 1994, Davis and Davis 1967, Vendler 1967, Dowty 1979, Pustejovsky 1988, 1991, Davis and Demirdache 1995, Demirdache 1996). Event-structure is used to distinguish different sorts of predicates, based on the aspectual nature of the predicate. Some of the standardly distinguished event-structures are given in (39).

The basic idea is that different sorts of predicates describe different kinds of events. These are described in terms of eventualities (eventualities which are unanalyzable sub-events, the “atoms” of aspectual calculus. Some events (e.g., simple states) are primitive, consisting of a single eventuality; others (e.g., accomplishments) are complex, involving a transition between two eventualities. Some non-eventive predicates do not denote events at all, just static properties of individuals. There is much debate as to the proper representation of event-structure both within Salish and more generally: see the references cited for various perspectives on event-structure and/or event-variables, having to do with differences between aspectual classes, interaction with tense and temporal modifiers, and the syntactic realization of arguments. However, it is our intention in this paper to side-step most of this debate, since our proposal is compatible with a number of different possible approaches to event structure.

The basic idea is as follows:

12 It is worth noting in this regard that St’at’imcets possessors do not display the full range of thematic options displayed by their counterparts in English. In particular, agentic interpretations are generally impossible, as observed in Mathewson and Davis (1995); thus, (i) only refers to possession, rather than authorship:

Thus, while the relation of alienable possession is less tightly constrained than that of inalienable possession in St’at’imcets, it is still more constrained than that of alienable possession in English.

13 We employ the neutral term ‘process’ here in place of the more familiar ‘activity’ in order to avoid questions of agency and/or control. Note that Davis and Demirdache (1995) and Davis (1993) argue that all control predicates in St’at’imcets are aspectually derived, thus denying the existence of simple (agentive) activities.

14 Many types of aspectual calculus (e.g. Pustejovsky 1991) also treat processes as complex rather than atomic, consisting of a sequence of identical eventualities <e1…en>. We are sympathetic to this view, but retain the simpler labelling for ease of exposition, since as far as we can tell it makes no difference to the essential points of our argument.
(40) The stative/resultative marker removes the initial process component from the denotation of a change-of-state predicate, leaving only the resulting state: i.e.: <e<pr es> ·<e<es>

Note that we assume here that the event-variables in the event-structure of a predicate are projections from, or abstractions over, a semantic level. For example, we assume that an accomplishment asserts the existence of two related eventualities, an initial process and a resulting state, and these are related by causation. However, for the purposes of this paper, we will not deal explicitly with the semantics entailed by this approach: it will suffice to simply list the number of events associated with each predicate. In particular, it is crucial to our proposal that there are two eventualities associated with a transition (change-of-state), but only one associated with a state.

Now, let’s look at how the proposal deals with the data. First, take the example in (41).

(41)a. pu7-tu? k=John
    pulh=nu7 k=John
    Base. Predicted Event-Structure = <e<pr es>,<e<es>
    = John got boiled (completive form)

b. wa7 es-pulh k=John
    wa7 PRG es-boil DET=John
    = John was boiled (ready-to-eat)

This treatment makes two predictions. The first is straightforward and concerns the output: after the stative/resultative prefix is added, we’re left with a predicate denoting a state, and that state is whatever is the usual state resulting from the activity denoted by the base. As far as we can tell, this is correct.

However, our approach also makes a slightly less obvious second prediction, this time concerning the input. Because we have characterized the function as one that removes a process and leaves just a resulting state, we predict that [es-] can only attach to a predicate that has two eventualities in its event-structure - i.e., an accomplishment. This means that predicates that are states or processes should not have a defined output for [es-].

In fact, this appears to be right, though the data is complicated by the existence in St's'tl'ments (and in Salish more generally) of the near-homonymous nominalizing prefix [es-] (see 2.3 above) which attaches freely to predicates denoting processes (including derived activity predicates) and to a lesser extent to non-derived stative predicates. Compare the forms in (42) (with nominal interpretation) to those in (43) (with resulting state interpretation):

(42) Nominal interpretation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derived form:</th>
<th>Root:</th>
<th>Event structure:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ?l'-kax</td>
<td>?l'</td>
<td>kax = dry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ?l'-gas</td>
<td>?l'</td>
<td>gas = difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ?l'-l'uyt</td>
<td>?l'</td>
<td>l'uyt = sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ?l'-l'uyt</td>
<td>?l'</td>
<td>l'uyt = sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. ?l'-qox</td>
<td>?l'</td>
<td>qox = drink</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(43) Resulting state interpretation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derived form:</th>
<th>Root:</th>
<th>Event structure:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. (?l?q)-ma?</td>
<td>?l'</td>
<td>ma? = write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. (?l?q)-tu</td>
<td>?l'</td>
<td>tu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. (?l?q)-ku</td>
<td>?l'</td>
<td>ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. (?l?q)-kuyt</td>
<td>?l'</td>
<td>kuyt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. (?l?q)-qau</td>
<td>?l'</td>
<td>qau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1 Interaction with Other Aspectual Markers

In this section, we will further refine our analysis of stative [es-] by showing how it interacts with other aspectual markers.

Look first at the completive15 of a base without the stative/resultative marker, as in (44).

(44) Completive form of a base (without Stative-Resultative marking)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derived form:</th>
<th>Root:</th>
<th>Event structure:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pu7-tu? k=John</td>
<td>pu7</td>
<td>k=John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boil= CMP DET=John</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= John got boiled, boiling activity is complete (and John is still in that boiled state—the state is not in the past).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What happens here is that the completive aspect only says something about the initial process part of the action: it doesn’t say that John’s state of being boiled is over, just the process. This means that the completive only applies to <e<es> in the <e<pr es> grid. This is true for English tense, too.

15 Obviously, a more complete account would attempt to deal with the argument-structure/event-structure alternation induced by the nominalizer. Under such an account, the eventuality associated with a non-nominal (state or process) predicate would have to be converted to the external (R) argument of the noun created by nominalization. This raises non-trivial questions about the semantic interchangeability of event variables and individual (argument) variables: see 4.3 below for further discussion.

16 The aspectual marker glossed here as ‘completive’ is one of a series of second position clitics which primarily concern a speaker’s state of knowledge with respect to the event denoted by a proposition. A more appropriate gloss would probably be ‘complete speaker knowledge’, as pointed out by Lisa Matthewson (p.c.). We retain the simpler term for ease of exposition.
For example, take an accomplishment like *close the window*, as in (45), that describes a process of acting on the window, and a resulting state of the window being closed. Past tense does not say that the window's being closed is in the past; only that the activity-component (doing the closing) is in the past.

(45)  John closed the window. 

In other words, past-tense applies only to *<e pr >*, not to the resulting state.

Now, what both the Salish and the English data suggests is that there is some difference in status between the two components of the event-structure of an accomplishment: the process is somehow 'privileged', in that it is the only component that gets bounded or identified with modifiers outside the VP. If so, we need to mark this privileged status on the event-structure grid lexically associated with the predicate. With malice aforethought, let's mark the initial eventuality with underlining, and understand that to mean: tense and aspectual modifiers can only bind that component of the event-structure.

(46)  *pu*<sup>4</sup>, *<e pr >*<sup>st</sup>

Now, let us turn to the completive form of a verbal base prefixed with the stative-resultative marker, as in (47):

(47)  Stative/Resultative AND a Completive Marker on a Verb

| wa? | ?a?pu†tu? k=John |
| wa7 | es-pułu=tu7 k=John |
| PRG | es-boil=CMP DET=John |
=John was boiled, but his being boiled is over. He's not boiled anymore.

The interpretation associated with (47) shows us that not only does the stative/resultative marker remove the initial process from the event-structure, but it also promotes the 'status' of the remaining eventuality, giving it the privilege of being identifiable with aspectual markers outside the verb-complex. Recall that the result-state didn't have that privilege before. In other words, the characterization of stative/resultative {es-} should really be as in (48):

(48)  Stative/Resultative Use of the Prefix

*<e pr >*<sup>st</sup> | *<e pr >*<sup>st</sup>

With this point in place, we are now ready to move on to the next section, where we will explicitly compare the aspectual function of {es-} with our earlier analysis of its possessive use.

4.3 Putting Possession and Aspect Together

To recapitulate, we summarize the possessive and aspectual functions of {es-} in (49a) and (49b), respectively:

(49)a. Possessive Use: Remove the prominent (external) individual variable from a-structure, and make the remaining variable prominent (external).

*<1, 2> —> <2>*

b. Stative/Resultative Use: Remove the prominent individual variable from event-structure, and make the remaining variable prominent.

*<81, 2> —> *<82>*

The two processes look obviously parallel. However, we seem to have one major problem: the process is applying to individual-variables in a-structure in (a), but to event-variables in event-structure in (b). How can we put the two together?

At a certain level of abstraction, there is a natural answer to this question. It is known already that eventualities and individuals are sometimes treated in natural language as parts of a single domain of entities. In other words, there is an ontological class that contains both of those sorts of things, and certain linguistic functions can range freely over the whole of that domain. This is shown for example in Partee (1991), who demonstrates that there are a number of quantifiers that range freely over both event-variables and individual-variables.

Assuming this to be the case, we can say that the {es-} prefix is a function that also ranges over the whole of that super-domain. If it sees a base that relates two individual-variables, it suppresses one and promotes the other; and if it sees a base that relates two event-variables, it suppresses one and promotes the other, in just the same way. This suggests that we might collapse the semantics of the prefix in the following fashion:

(50)  *<x, yr> —> *<x, yr>*<sup>2</sup>, where *x* ranges over the (known) super-domain containing individuals and events.

However, of course, there remain some open questions, including notably that in (51):

(51)  What is the relation between the event-structure and the individual arguments taken by a predicate?

It turns out that under certain models of this relationship, it becomes mechanically very hard or impossible to collapse the two into the function in (50). The problem arises particularly on models where verbs take both event-arguments and individual-arguments, as in for example Kratzer (1994). This suggests that if (50) is a true characterization of the function of {es-}, event-structure arguments and individual arguments must be "segregated". One way to do this would be to make the claim in (52):

(52)  Stage-level verbs take no individual arguments, only event-arguments.
This is suggested in recent work by van Hout (1994), where it is argued that the presence of NP arguments in the syntax is forced by the presence of event-arguments in the event-structure. In her terms, NP arguments are only licensed by identification with event-arguments. But given this licensing, the presence of individuals associated with the argument-structures of stage-level verbs become superfluous for the theta-criterion: simply listing the elements of event-structure suffices to capture the number of NP arguments required by the verb. In that case, stage-level accomplishments can be understood simply as bi-valent functions over events; nouns (or at least the nouns in questions) are bi-valent functions over individuals. A generalized function applies to both, in the manner indicated. In fact, we take the fact that Salish languages show such a generalized function as evidence for this position.

5 Conclusion

We have now shown that there is a clear connection between the possessive and stative uses of the {es-} prefix, and have discussed various ways in which that connection might be made formally explicit. The important point, however, is not how, or even if, we can collapse the two uses of the prefix. What we take to be most significant is that possession and stative aspect, which seem to be completely unrelated semantically, turn out not to be such different things at all, but actually closely parallel. The correspondence between the two uses in Salish is a reflection of that parallel.
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